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STAFF REPORT AND FINDINGS FOR NOTICE OF VIOLATION HEARING, CEASE 

AND DESIST ORDER, AND RESTORATION ORDER  
 
 
 
 
 
NOTICE OF VIOLATION:   CCC-06-NOV-01 
 
CEASE AND DESIST ODER AND  
RESTORATION ORDER:    CCC-06-CD-02 and CCC-06-RO-02 
 
RELATED VIOLATION FILE:  V-5-01-037  
 
PROPERTY LOCATION:                   The property is located at 437 Paseo de la Playa, in 

Torrance in Los Angeles County (Exhibit 1). 
 
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY:  .64-acre parcel identified by Los Angeles County 

Assessor as APN 7512-003-022. 
  
 
PROPERTY OWNERS: Chris G. Bredesen and Virginia C. Bredesen, 

Trustees of the C.G. & V.C. Bredesen Trust  
 
VIOLATION DESCRIPTION:  Unpermitted development on the face and at the toe 

of a coastal bluff, including unpermitted 
construction of a 1,059 linear-foot, four-foot wide, 
concrete and flagstone walkway with handrails, 
posts and edges; irrigation system; 910 square-foot, 
thirteen-foot high shade structure; 1218 square-foot, 
two-tier, concrete and flagstone patio; fire pit; 
storage locker; plastic sheeting covering a permitted 
chain link fence, and concrete planters. 

 
SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS:  1.  Cease and Desist Order and Restoration  
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  Order Files No. CCC-06-CD-02 and  
  CCC-06-RO-02; 

2.  Notice of Violation File No. CCC-06-NOV-
01 

3. Exhibits 1 through 8. 
 
 
CEQA STATUS:  Exempt (CEQA Guidelines (CG) §§ 15061(b)(3)), 

and Categorically Exempt  (CG §§ 15061(b)(2), 
15307, 15308, and 15321).  

 
I. SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
The property at issue in this enforcement matter is a .64-acre parcel located at 437 Paseo de la 
Playa, in the City of Torrance in Los Angeles County.  The property is owned by Chris G. 
Bredesen and Virginia C. Bredesen, as Trustees of the C.G. & V.C. Trust (collectively referred 
to as “Respondents”).  Unpermitted development has occurred on the face and at the toe of a 
coastal bluff located on the property seaward of the residence, including the unpermitted 
construction of: 
 

1. A 1,059 linear-foot, four-foot wide, concrete and flagstone walkway with handrails, 
posts, and edges;  

2. An irrigation system; 
3. A 910 square-foot, thirteen-foot high, shade structure;  
4. A 1218 square-foot, two-tier, concrete and flagstone patio; 
5. A fire pit;  
6. A storage locker;  
7. Plastic sheeting covering a permitted chain link fence; 
8. Concrete planters.  

 
The development is both unpermitted and inconsistent with Coastal Act Sections 30251 and 
30253, in that it is not visually compatible with the rest of the relatively undisturbed bluff and 
adjacent beach, moves the line of private structures closer to the public beach, and has adverse 
impacts on the public's views of the bluff from the beach.  Furthermore, the unpermitted 
development does not minimize adverse impacts to natural landforms consistent with the Coastal 
Act and will also decrease the bluff’s contribution to beach sand supply.  The unpermitted 
development is therefore inconsistent with the resource protection policies of the Coastal Act.  
Additionally, in June of 1976, the Commission issued coastal development permit (CDP) No. P-
76-7342, which authorized the construction of a residence, detached garage, arcade, pool, and 
hot tub on the bluff top portion of the property.  The permit prohibited the construction of any of 
the approved development within a twenty-five foot bluff setback area, clearly indicating the 
Commission’s concern about the adverse resource impacts of development too close to the bluff 
edge or bluff face.  Not only does the unpermitted development at issue in these proceedings 
extend well beyond the setback area, but it extends all the way down the bluff face to the toe of 
the bluff and onto the sandy beach immediately seaward of the bluff.    
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Development on other properties is irrelevant to this enforcement proceeding, which involves the 
failure of Respondents to obtain the required Coastal Development Permit for the development 
on their property.  Even if this other development was relevant, which it clearly is not, such 
development is distinguishable from the unpermitted development at issue.  Furthermore, since 
approving a few older permits for development in the area, the Commission has consistently 
taken the position that development on the bluff face seaward of the Paseo de la Playa is 
inconsistent with the resource protection policies of the Coastal Act and has even imposed a 
twenty-five foot bluff setback condition on permits for new bluff top development in the area.1    
 
In July of 2002, after repeated attempts by California Coastal Commission (“Commission”) staff 
to resolve the violations on the property, the Respondents submitted an extremely incomplete 
CDP application that was returned to them as incomplete.  Respondents submitted a second 
application and withdrew it before the Commission could act on it.  Finally, on August 12, 2004, 
the Respondents submitted a third CDP application, No. 5-04-324, seeking after-the-fact 
authorization for the cited unpermitted development.  On June 7, 2005, the Commission denied 
the permit application, finding the proposed development inconsistent with the policies of the 
Coastal Act.  The development remains in place without a permit, and unpermitted development 
constitutes a violation of the Coastal Act.  Consequently, Commission staff recommends that the 
Commission find that unpermitted development constituting a Coastal Act violation has occurred 
on the property.  If the Commission so finds, the Executive Director shall record a Notice of 
Violation in the Los Angeles County Recorder’s Office.  Commission staff also recommends that 
the Commission approve Cease and Desist Order CCC-06-CD-02 and Restoration Order CCC-
06-RO-02 (as described below), directing the Respondents to: 1) cease and desist from 
conducting or maintaining unpermitted development on the property; 2) remove all unpermitted 
development from the property, in accordance with the terms of the Orders; and 3) restore 
impacted areas of the property. 
 
The property is one of twenty-eight contiguous lots developed with bluff top single-family 
residences located on a coastal bluff between the first public road, Paseo de la Playa, and the 
ocean.  Torrance Beach, a public beach, is located immediately seaward of the property.  The 
public can access Torrance Beach via public parking lots and vertical pedestrian accessways 
located approximately 500 feet north of the property at Torrance Beach Park and .75 of a mile 
south of the property in Palos Verdes Estates. 
 
During a site visit to a neighboring property on July 6, 2001, Commission staff observed a shade 
structure at the toe of the coastal bluff on the property.  On July 24, 2002, the Respondents 
submitted a CDP application, seeking after-the-fact authorization for the shade structure and a 
storage shed located within the shade structure.  The application was so extremely incomplete 
that it was returned to the Respondents.   
 
In December of 2002, upon further investigation, Commission staff determined that a walkway 
and additional structures had also been constructed on the property without authorization from a 

 
1 For a fuller discussion of such development, see Section IV (A), infra. 
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CDP. 2  Commission staff sent a Notice of Violation letter to the Respondents on March 14, 
2003, addressing the shade structure, walkway, and fence (which has since been determined to 
be permitted) on the property, and received a second incomplete permit application from the 
Respondents on April 28, 2003.  Although the Respondents did finally complete the second 
permit application, they withdrew it before the December 2003 Commission meeting, where the 
Commission was scheduled to act on the matter.  Consequently, Commission staff sent a second 
Notice of Violation letter on July 29, 2004.   
 
The Respondents submitted a third incomplete permit application on August 12, 2004.  Upon 
completion of this application, Commission staff scheduled the matter to be heard by the 
Commission at the Commission’s February 2005 meeting.  The hearing on the permit application 
was postponed, at the Respondents’ request, and held during the June 7, 2005 meeting, where the 
Commission denied the application.  Subsequently, the Respondents filed and withdrew a request 
for reconsideration. 3   Since that time, the Respondents have taken no action to resolve the 
violations on the property, and the development remains on the property.  Consequently, 
additional enforcement action is now necessary.  
 
On January 18, 2006, the Executive Director issued a Notice of Intent to Record a Notice of 
Violation and to Commence Cease and Desist and Restoration Order Proceedings (NOI) to the 
Respondents.  Commission staff received a document entitled, “Statement of Defense” (SOD) 
and a specific, written objection to the recordation of a Notice of Violation from Respondents on 
February 7, 2006.  Responses to the issues raised in the SOD are provided in Section H below.  
The objection to the recordation of the Notice of Violation satisfies the requirements of Coastal 
Act Section 30812, and, pursuant to  
Section 30812(c), a hearing on whether a Coastal Act violation has occurred is now required.  
 
The cited activities undertaken on the property constitute development, as defined in Coastal Act 
Section 30106 and were undertaken without a CDP, in violation of Coastal Act Section 30600.  
Thus, the Commission has the authority, under Coastal Act Section 30810, to issue a cease and 
desist order in this matter.  Furthermore, the unpermitted development is inconsistent with the 
policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, including Sections 30251 and 30253, and, if unabated, 
the violations will cause continuing resource damage, as defined in Section 13190 of the 
Commission’s regulations.  Consequently, the Commission has the authority, under Coastal Act 
Section 30811, to issue a restoration order in this matter.  Additionally, upon a finding by the 
Commission that a Coastal Act violation has occurred, Coastal Act Section 30812 provides the 
Executive Director with the authority to record a Notice of Violation.    
 
The Coastal Commission has jurisdiction to take enforcement action to remedy this violation 
because the property lies within the Coastal Zone.  The property is located in the city of Torrance 
in Los Angeles County, an area not covered by a certified Local Coastal Program.  

 
2 The additional unpermitted development was not present when Commission staff visited the property 
in 2001, but appears in aerial photographs of the property and surrounding areas taken on September 23, 
2002.    
3 On August 12, 2005, the Respondents filed a petition for writ of mandate, challenging the denial. 
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II. HEARING PROCEDURES  
 
A.  Notice of Violation
 
The procedures for a hearing on whether or not a Coastal Act violation has occurred are set forth 
in Section 30812 of the Coastal Act.  Section 30812(c) and (d) provide the following direction: 

 
(c) If the owner submits a timely objection to the proposed filing of the notice of violation, a 
public hearing shall be held at the next regularly scheduled commission meeting for which 
adequate public notice can be provided, at which the owner may present evidence to the 
commission why the notice of violation should not be recorded.  The hearing may be 
postponed for cause for not more than 90 days after the date of the receipt of the objection to 
recordation of the notice of violation. 
 
(d) If, after the commission has completed its hearing and the owner has been given the 
opportunity to present evidence, the commission finds that, based on substantial evidence, a 
violation has occurred, the executive director shall record the notice of violation in the office 
of each county recorder where all or part of the real property is located.  If the commission 
finds that no violation has occurred, the executive director shall mail a clearance letter to the 
owner of the real property. 

 
The Commission shall determine, by a majority vote of those present and voting, whether a 
violation has occurred.  Passage of a motion, per staff recommendation or as amended by the 
Commission, will result in the Executive Director’s recordation of a Notice of Violation in the 
County Recorder’s Office in Los Angeles County. 
 
B. Cease and Desist and Restoration Orders  
 
The procedures for a hearing on a proposed Cease and Desist Order and Restoration Order are 
set forth in Section 13185 and 13195 of the California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 14, 
Division 5.5, Chapter 5, Subchapter 8.   
 
For a Cease and Desist and Restoration Order hearing, the Chair shall announce the matter and 
request that all alleged violators or their representatives present at the hearing identify 
themselves for the record, indicate what matters are already part of the record, and announce the 
rules of the proceeding including time limits for presentations.  The Chair shall also announce 
the right of any speaker to propose to the Commission, before the close of the hearing, any 
question(s) for any Commissioner, in his or her discretion, to ask of any person, other than the 
violator or its representative.  Commission staff shall then present the report and 
recommendation to the Commission, after which the alleged violator or his representative may 
present their position(s) with particular attention to those areas where an actual controversy 
exists.  The Chair may then recognize other interested persons, after which staff typically 
responds to the testimony and to any new evidence introduced.  
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The Commission will receive, consider, and evaluate evidence in accordance with the same 
standards it uses in its other quasi-judicial proceedings, as specified in CCR Section 13185, 
13186, and 13195, incorporating by reference Sections 13185, 13186 and 13065.  The Chair will 
close the public hearing after the presentations are completed.  The Commissioners may ask 
questions to any speaker at any time during the hearing or deliberations, including, if any 
Commissioner chooses, any questions proposed by any speaker in the manner noted above.  
Finally, the Commission shall determine, by a majority vote of those present and voting, whether 
to issue the Cease and Desist and Restoration Orders, either in the form recommended by the 
Executive Director, or as amended by the Commission.  Passage of two separate motions, 
corresponding to the Cease and Desist Order and the Restoration Order respectively, per staff 
recommendation or as amended by the Commission, will result in issuance of the Orders.   
 
III. STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
A. Notice of Violation  
 
 1.  Motion 
 

I move that the Commission find that a violation of the Coastal Act has occurred as 
described in the staff recommendation for CCC-06-NOV-01. 

 
 2.  Staff Recommendation of Approval
 
Staff recommends a YES vote.  Passage of this motion will result in the Executive Director 
recording Notice of Violation No. CCC-06-NOV-01.  The motion passes only by an affirmative 
vote of a majority of Commissioners present. 
  
 3.  Resolution That a Violation of the Coastal Act Has Occurred
 
The Commission hereby finds that a violation of the Coastal Act has occurred, as described in 
the findings below, and adopts the findings set forth below on the grounds that development has 
occurred without a coastal development permit.
 
B.  Cease and Desist Order  
 

1.  Motion
 

I move that the Commission issue Cease and Desist Order No.  
CCC-06-CD-02 pursuant to the staff recommendation.  

 
2. Recommendation of Approval

 
Staff recommends a YES vote.  Passage of this motion will result in the issuance of Cease and 
Desist Order CCC-06-CD-02.  The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of the majority of 
Commissioners present.  
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3.   Resolution to Issue Cease and Desist Order 
 
The Commission hereby issues Cease and Desist Order No. CCC-06-CD-02, as set forth below, 
and adopts the findings set forth below on the grounds that development has occurred without a 
coastal development permit, in violation of the Coastal Act, and the requirements of the Order 
are necessary to ensure compliance with the Coastal Act. 
 
C. Restoration Order 
 

1. Motion 
 

I move that the Commission issue Restoration Order No. CCC-06-RO-02, pursuant to 
the staff recommendation. 

 
2.  Recommendation of Approval:  

 
Staff recommends a YES vote.  Passage of this motion will result in the issuance of Restoration 
Order CCC-06-RO-02.  The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of a majority of 
Commissioners present.  
 

3. Resolution to Issue Restoration Order:  
 
The Commission hereby issues Restoration Order number CCC-06-RO-02, as set forth below, 
and adopts the findings set forth below on the grounds that 1) development was conducted on the 
property without a coastal development permit, 2) the development is inconsistent with the 
Coastal Act, and 3) the development is causing continuing resource damage. 
 
IV. FINDINGS FOR CEASE AND DESIST ORDER CCC-06-CD-02 AND 

RESTORATION ORDER CCC-06-RO-02 
 
A. Permit History  
 
On June 21, 1976, the South Coast Regional Conservation Commission approved, with 
conditions, CDP No. P-76-7342, authorizing the construction of a two-story single-family 
residence, detached four-car garage, arcade, swimming pool, and hot tub on the bluff top portion 
of the property (Exhibit 2).  Condition Three of the permit required the owner of the property at 
that time to submit plans demonstrating that “[n]o portion of the structure, including decks and 
balconies,” would encroach into a twenty-five foot bluff setback area, clearly indicating the 
Commission’s concern about the adverse resource impacts of development too close to the bluff 
edge or bluff face.  Not only does the unpermitted development at issue in these proceedings 
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extend well beyond the setback area, but it extends all the way down the bluff face to the toe of 
the bluff and to the sandy beach immediately seaward of the bluff.4     
 
Development on other properties is irrelevant to this enforcement proceeding, which involves the 
failure of Respondents to obtain the required Coastal Development Permit for the development 
on their property.  Even if the other development was relevant, which it clearly is not, such 
development is distinguishable from the unpermitted development at issue.  Of the twenty-eight 
lots in the area, seventeen lots contain no bluff face development.  Of the eleven lots that do 
contain development on the bluff face, only four lots contain development that was approved by 
the Commission.  The remaining development was either constructed prior to the enactment of 
the Coastal Act and not subject to Coastal Act requirements, or is unpermitted and currently 
under investigation by Commission enforcement staff.  Furthermore, Commission staff notes that 
the Commission has approved no shade structures at the toe of the bluff in the area.  
 
The four permits authorizing bluff face development were approved between 1986 and 1995.  
Since then, the Commission has consistently taken the position that development on the bluff 
face seaward of the Paseo de la Playa is inconsistent with the resource protection policies of the 
Coastal Act and has even conditioned bluff top development on the provision of a twenty-five 
foot bluff setback.   In addition, we note that the Commission approved only the bluff top 
portions of two subsequent permit applications, involving the Carey property (5-03-328) and the 
Conger property (5-01-018).  The Commission imposed prior to issuance conditions on both 
permits requiring the applicants to revise the project descriptions to eliminate any proposed bluff 
face development, stating that the bluff face development was inconsistent with Coastal Act 
Sections 30251 and 30253.  Most importantly, the Commission denied a permit application 
seeking authorization of bluff face development on the Respondents’ own property (5-04-324), 
which is the subject of this proceeding.       
 
Counsel for Respondents refers to some of the development nearby the Respondents’ property.  
As noted above, this development is either authorized by older permits issued by the 
Commission, pre-Coastal, or the subject matter of pending enforcement investigations.5
 
B. Violation History  
 

                                                 
4 At the time the CDP No. P-76-7342 was issued, the property was approximately 1.28 acres in size.  On 
October 4, 1976, the Commission issued an administrative permit authorizing a lot line adjustment that 
split the property into a two lots, one of which is the .64–acre property at issue in this matter. 
5 The development cited by Respondents was approved under permits issued in 1986, 1991 and 1995, 
prior to the Commission’s current stance of bluff face development.  Moreover, the approved 
development is also distinguishable from the development on the Respondents’ property.   Even in these 
earlier permits, the permits were conditioned to minimize visual impacts, in recognition of the concerns 
for this area.  For example, one permit referred to by Respondents (5-90-1041A3) was issued in 1991 and 
was approved for a stairway on the Campbell property.  There, the Commission approved a narrow 
property line stairway, and again sited this to be as visually compatible as possible, by siting it along an 
existing wall to reduce visual impacts.  The stairway was only approved as part of a bluff reconstruction 
and restoration that the owner was performing.    
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1. Description of Property  
 
The property at issue in this matter is a .64-acre lot, located at 437 Paseo de la Playa in Torrance, 
in Los Angeles County.  The property is one of twenty-eight contiguous residential lots located 
on a relatively undisturbed coastal bluff, immediately south of the Los Angeles County Torrance 
Beach Park on the bluff between the first public road, Paseo de la Playa, and the ocean.  The 
bluff top portions of all twenty-eight lots have been developed with single-family residences.  
The bluff face portions of some of the lots have been found to contain rare habitat for the 
endangered El Segundo Blue Butterfly (Euphilotes Bernardino allyni ).   
 
Torrance Beach, the beach immediately seaward of the property, is a public beach.  The property 
is located approximately 500 feet south of the Torrance Beach Park parking lot, which provides 
vertical public access for pedestrians to Torrance Beach.  An additional public parking lot and 
vertical public beach access point is located in Palos Verdes Estates, approximately .75 mile 
south of the property. 
 
The property contains a single family residence with detached garage, swimming pool, arcade, 
and hot tub.  All of this development was constructed according to an existing Commission-
approved permit, landward of a required twenty-five foot bluff setback area.  However, an 
unpermitted sprinkler system and a four-foot wide, three-inch thick, 1,059 linear-foot concrete 
and flagstone walkway with wooden handrails, posts, and edges, which crisscross the bluff face 
seaward of the residence on the property, were constructed.  In addition, an unpermitted thirteen-
foot high, 910 square-foot shade structure; two-tier, 1,218 square foot concrete and flagstone 
patio; fire pit; storage locker; plastic sheeting; and concrete planters are located at the toe of the 
bluff on the property (Exhibit 3a-d). 
       

2. Initial Violation Report and Administrative Attempts to Resolve Violations 
 

Commission staff first became aware that there were violations on the property during a site visit 
on July 6, 2001.  During the site visit, Commission staff observed that a shade structure had been 
constructed at the toe of the coastal bluff on the property.  No CDP had been obtained prior to 
construction of the shade structure.  On July 24, 2002, the Respondents submitted a CDP 
application, seeking after-the-fact authorization for the shade structure and a storage shed located 
within the shade structure.  The application was so extremely incomplete that it was returned to 
the Respondents.   

In December of 2002, upon further investigation, Commission staff determined that a stairway 
and additional structures had also been constructed on the property without authorization from a 
CDP.6  Commission staff sent a Notice of Violation letter to the Respondents on March 14, 2003, 
addressing the shade structure, walkway, and fence (which has since been determined to be 
permitted) on the property, and received a second incomplete permit application from the 
Respondents on April 28, 2003 (Exhibit 4).  Although the Respondents did finally complete the 
                                                 
6 The additional unpermitted development was not present when Commission staff visited the property 
in 2001, but appears in aerial photographs of the property and surrounding areas taken on September 23, 
2002.    
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second permit application, they withdrew it before the December 2003 Commission meeting, 
where the Commission was scheduled to act on the matter.  Consequently, Commission staff sent 
a second Notice of Violation letter on July 29, 2004 (Exhibit 5).  The Respondents submitted yet 
another incomplete permit application on August 12, 2004.  Upon completion of this third 
application, Commission staff scheduled the matter to be heard by the Commission at the 
Commission’s February 2005 meeting.  The hearing on the permit application was postponed, at 
the Respondents’ request, and held during the June 7, 2005 meeting, where the Commission 
denied the application.  The permit findings, attached as Exhibit 6, provide a clear explanation 
of how the unpermitted development is inconsistent with the Coastal Act.    
 
Subsequently, the Respondents filed a request for reconsideration, which they withdrew on 
October 1, 2005. 7   Since that time, the Respondents have taken no action to resolve the 
violations on the property, and consequently, additional enforcement action is now necessary.  
 

3. Notice of Intent to Record a Notice of Violation and to Commence Cease and 
Desist Order and Restoration Order Proceedings  

 
On January 18, 2006, the Executive Director issued an NOI to the Respondents (Exhibit 7).  An 
SOD form was sent along with the NOI, affording the Respondents the opportunity to present 
defenses to the issuance of the orders.  The NOI also provided the Respondents with the 
opportunity to specifically object, in writing, to the recordation of a Notice of Violation in this 
matter, as provided for in Coastal Act Section 30812.  The NOI and the SOD form specified a 
twenty-day time period for submittal of an SOD and objection to the recordation of a Notice of 
Violation, as required under Section 13181(a) of the Commissions Regulations and Coastal Act 
Section 30812(b), respectively.  The final date for submittal of the SOD and objection was 
February 7, 2006.  Commission staff received an SOD and a specific, written objection to the 
recordation of a Notice of Violation from Respondents on February 7, 2006 (Exhibit 8).  
Responses to the issues raised in the SOD are provided in Section H below.   
 
C. BASIS FOR RECORDATION OF A NOTICE OF VIOLATION OF THE 

COASTAL ACT   
 

1. Unpermitted Development Has Occurred  
 
Coastal Act Section 30812 authorizes the Executive Director to record a Notice of Violation if 
real property has been developed in violation of the Coastal Act.  As explained below, 
unpermitted development constitutes a Coastal Act violation.  The unpermitted development 
activities at issue were undertaken by the Respondents and include the construction of a 
walkway, irrigation system, shade structure, patio, fire pit, storage locker, plastic sheeting, and 
concrete planters on the face and at the toe of a coastal bluff on the property without a coastal 
development permit. 
 

                                                 
7 On August 12, 2005, the Respondents filed a petition for writ of mandate, challenging the denial. 
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The cited activities meet the definition of “development” set forth in Section 30106 of the 
Coastal Act: 
 

“Development” means, on land, in or under water, the placement of erection of any solid 
material or structure; discharge or disposal of any dredged material or of any gaseous, 
liquid, solid, or thermal waste; grading, removing, dredging, mining, or extraction of any 
materials; change in the density or intensity of use of land, including, but not limited to, 
subdivision pursuant to the Subdivision Map Act (commencing with Section 66410 of the 
Government Code, and any other division of land, including lot splits, except where the 
land division is brought about in connection with the purchase of such land by a public 
agency for public recreational use (emphasis added) 

 
Section 30600 of the Coastal Act provides: 
 

(a) Except as provided in subdivision (e), and in addition to obtaining any other permit 
required by law from any local government or from any state, regional, or local 
agency, any person, as defined in Section 21066, wishing to perform or undertake any 
development in the coastal zone, other than a facility subject to Section 25500, shall 
obtain a coastal development permit. 

 
Therefore, the cited activities undertaken on the property constitute development under the 
Coastal Act and require a CDP.  The Respondents did not obtain a CDP for the development.  In 
fact, the Commission denied the Respondents’ permit application, seeking after-the-fact 
authorization for the development.  Therefore, the Commission finds that unpermitted 
development, as defined by Sections 30106 and 30600 of the Coastal Act, has occurred and a 
Notice of Violation may be recorded in this matter.  
 

2. Requirements For the Recordation of a Notice of Violation Have Been 
Satisfied  

 
Coastal Act Section 30812(g) states:  
 

The executive director may not invoke the procedures of this section until all existing 
administrative methods for resolving the violation have been utilized and the property 
owner has been made aware of the potential for the recordation of a notice of violation. 
For purposes of this subdivision, existing methods for resolving the violation do not 
include the commencement of an administrative or judicial proceeding. 

 
After repeated attempts by Commission staff to resolve this matter administratively, the 
Respondents have failed to take action to remove the unpermitted development and restore the 
impacted areas of the property.  On June 7, 2005, the Commission denied Respondents’ 
application for a CDP to authorize the cited development, finding it inconsistent with the policies 
of the Coastal Act.  As noted above, Commission staff informed the Respondents of the potential 
for a Notice of Violation in letters dated March 14, 2003, and July 29, 2004, and the Executive 
Director notified the Respondents of his intent to record a Notice of Violation on January 18, 
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2006.8  All existing administrative methods for resolving the violation have been exhausted, and 
the Respondents have been made aware of the potential for the recordation of a Notice of 
Violation as required by Coastal Act Section 30812(g).  Development has occurred without the 
benefit of a CDP, warranting the recordation of a Notice of Violation under Coastal Act Section 
30812(d).  If the Respondents resolve the cited violations, and barring any additional violations, 
the Executive Director will, in accordance with Coastal Act Section 308129(f), mail a clearance 
letter to the Respondents and record a Notice of Rescission in the Los Angeles County 
Recorder’s Office, indicating that the Notice of Violation is no longer valid.  The Notice of 
Rescission shall have the same effect as a withdrawal or expungement under Section 405.61 of 
the Code of Civil Procedure. 
 
D. Description of Unpermitted Development   
 
The unpermitted development located on the face of and at the toe of a coastal bluff on the 
property includes the construction of a 1,059 linear-foot, four-foot wide, concrete and flagstone 
walkway with handrails, posts and edges; irrigation system; 910 square-foot; thirteen-foot high 
shade structure; 1218 square-foot, two-tier, concrete and flagstone patio; fire pit; storage locker; 
plastic sheeting on a permitted chain link fence; and concrete planters. 
 
E. Basis for Issuance Orders  
 

1. Basis for Issuance of Cease and Desist Order  
 

The statutory authority for issuance of this Cease and Desist Order is provided in Coastal Act 
Section 30810, which states, in relevant part: 
 

(a) If the commission, after public hearing, determines that any person…has undertaken, 
or is threatening to undertake, any activity that (1) requires a permit from the 
commission without securing the permit or (2) is inconsistent with any permit previously 
issued by the commission, the commission may issue an order directing that person … to 
cease and desist. 

 
(b) The cease and desist order may be subject to such terms and conditions as the 
commission may determine are necessary to ensure compliance with this division, 
including immediate removal of any development or material…  

 
As explained in Section C.1 above, the cited activities at issue in this matter clearly constitute 
development as defined in Coastal Act Section 30106 and, as such, are subject to the permit 
requirements provided in Coastal Act Section 30600(a). 
 
                                                 
8 Commission staff received a certified mail delivery receipt signed by Chris Bredesen for the March 14, 
2003 Notice of Violation letter.  Additionally, the Respondents submitted a specific, written objection to 
the recordation of a Notice of Violation with the SOD in response to the NOI.  Thus, the Bredesens 
received notification of both the potential for the recordation of a Notice of Violation and the Executive 
Director’s intention to record a Notice of Violation.    
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No CDP was obtained for the development on the property, as required under Coastal Act 
Section 30600(a).  Consequently, the Commission is authorized to issue CCC-06-CD-02 
pursuant to Section 30810(a)(1).  The proposed Cease and Desist Order will direct the 
Respondents to ensure compliance with the Coastal Act by removing the unpermitted 
development and restoring the impacted areas.  
 

2. Basis for Issuance of Restoration Order 
 
The statutory authority for issuance of this Restoration Order is provided for in Coastal Act 
Section 30811, which states, in relevant part: 
 

In addition to any other authority to order restoration, the commission… may, after a public 
hearing, order restoration of a site if it finds that [a.] the development has occurred without 
a coastal development permit from the commission…, [b.] the development is inconsistent 
with this division, and [c.] the development is causing continuing resource damage. 

 
 a. Development Has Occurred Without a Coastal Development Permit  
 
As previously presented in Sections C.1. and E.1 of this report, Commission staff has verified, 
and the Respondents do not dispute, that the cited development on the property was conducted 
without a CDP.9  The following paragraphs provide evidence that the unpermitted development 
is inconsistent with the Coastal Act and is causing continuing resource damage.   
 

b. Unpermitted Development is Inconsistent with the Coastal Act 
 
The unpermitted development is inconsistent with the following resource protection policies of 
the Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act: 
 

 i.     Section 30251 – Protection of Scenic and Visual Qualities 
 
Coastal Act Section 30251 states the following: 

 
The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected as a 
resource of public importance.  Permitted development shall be sited and designed to protect 
views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the alteration of natural 
land forms, to be visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and, where 
feasible, to restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas.   
 

The property is one of twenty-eight contiguous lots developed with bluff top single-family 
residences.  The bluff face is immediately landward of Torrance Beach, is relatively 
undeveloped, and is highly visible from the beach.  The majority of the lots do not contain 
development on the bluff face, and the overall appearance of the bluff face is natural and 
                                                 
9 In fact, the Respondent has submitted three separate CDP applications seeking after-the-fact approval of 
the development, none of which were approved, thereby acknowledging that no CDP has been obtained 
for the development.   
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undeveloped.  None of the twenty-eight lots contain a permitted shade structure.  In fact, the 
bluff face development on eight of the lots is unpermitted, and Commission staff is currently 
investigating these violations.    
 
Even with the above-mentioned exceptions, the bluff face is relatively undisturbed.  The 
unpermitted development at this property has resulted in a visible intensification of use of the 
site as compared to its undeveloped state and the visible impacts are made more significant by 
the fact that the patio and shade structure are immediately adjacent to a heavily-used public 
beach.  Public parking and pedestrian access to Torrance Beach is located just 500 feet to the 
north of the property and .75 of a mile to the south of the property.  Intensified private 
development along the bluff face will adversely impact the character of the bluff and the views 
of the bluff from the beach in a way that is inconsistent with Sections 30251.   
 
   ii.     Section 30253 - Minimization of Adverse Impacts  

 
Coastal Act Section 30253 states in relevant part:  
 
 New development shall: … 
  

(2) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly 
to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any way 
require the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural 
landforms along bluffs and cliffs. (emphasis added) … 

 
(5) Where appropriate, protect special communities and neighborhoods which, because of 
their unique characteristics are popular visitor destination points for recreational uses. 

 
The unpermitted development on the property is immediately adjacent to Torrance Beach, a 
popular destination point for recreational uses.  The unpermitted development on the property is 
located on a coastal bluff.  “Hardening” of coastal bluffs as a result of the placement of 
development on the bluff and between the bluff and the beach, decreases the amount of sand 
contributed to beach sand supply by the slowly eroding bluff.10  Over time, this decreased sand 
supply can decrease the amount of beach that the public has to enjoy.11  Furthermore, increased 
runoff from the impervious surfaces on the bluff face will impact the beach. These impacts will 
result in increased erosion of the beach. Therefore, the unpermitted development at the toe of a 
coastal bluff is inconsistent with Section 30251 because it contributes to beach erosion and does 
not protect Torrance Beach.  
  

c. Unpermitted Development is Causing Continuing Resource Damage 
 
                                                 
10 See  Terchunian, A.V. 1988 , Permitting coastal armoring structures: Can seawalls and beaches coexist? 
Journal of Coastal Research, Special Issue No. 4,  pages 65-75; Department of Boating and Waterways and 
State Coastal Conservancy, 2002, California Beach Restoration Study.  
11 Although this bluff is not exposed to wave action, the bluff face is exposed to rain, which can dislodge 
sediment and wash it onto the beach. 
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The unpermitted development is causing continuing resource damage, as defined in Section 
13190 of the Commission’s regulations, which states:  
 

‘Continuing’, when used to describe ‘resource damage’, means such damage which 
continues to occur as of the date of issuance of the Restoration Order.   
 
‘Resource’ means any resource which is afforded protection under the policies of Chapter 3 
of the Coastal Act, including but not limited to public access, marine and other aquatic 
resources, environmentally sensitive wildlife habitat, and the visual quality of coastal areas. 
 
‘Damage’ means any degradation or other reduction in quality, abundance, or other 
quantitative or qualitative characteristic of the resource as compared to the condition the 
resource was in before it was disturbed by unpermitted development. (emphasis added) 

 
Because the unpermitted development remains on the property, the resource damage is 
“continuing” as required by Coastal Act Section 30811. 
 
 3.    Provisions of CCC-06-CD-02 and CCC-06-RO-02  
 
The unpermitted development is not visually compatible with the rest of the relatively 
undisturbed bluff and adjacent beach, moves the line of private structures closer to the public 
beach and has adverse impacts to the public's views of the bluff from the beach.   The 
unpermitted development does not minimize adverse impacts to natural landforms and will 
decrease the bluff’s contribution to beach sand supply.  The unpermitted development is 
therefore inconsistent with the resource protection policies of the Coastal Act.  Issuance of the 
Orders is essential to resolving the violation because the unpermitted development was subject to 
a prior permit denial, is causing continuing resource damage, and the Respondents have not been 
willing to voluntarily resolve the violations.   
 
F. California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)  
 
The Commission finds that the issuance of Commission Cease and Desist Order CCC-06-CD-02 
and Restoration Order CCC-06-RO-02, to compel removal of the unpermitted development and 
restoration of the property, is exempt from any applicable requirements of the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) of 1970 and will not have significant adverse effects on the 
environment, within the meaning of CEQA.  The Cease and Desist Order and Restoration Order 
are exempt from the requirement of preparation of an Environmental Impact Report, based on 
Sections 15061(b)(2), 15307, 15308 and 15321 of the CEQA Guidelines.  
   
G.    Findings of Fact   
   
1.  Chris G. Bredesen and Virginia C. Bredesen, as Trustees of the C.G. & V.C. Trust 
(“Respondents”)are the owners of the property located at 437 Paseo de la Playa in Torrance, Los 
Angeles County.  The property is identified by the Los Angeles County Assessor’s Office as 
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APN 7512-003-022.  The property is located within the Coastal Zone, in an area that is not 
covered by a certified Local Coastal Program.  
 
2.  Unpermitted development including construction of a walkway, irrigation system, shade 
structure, patio, fire pit, storage locker, plastic sheeting, and concrete planters was undertaken on 
the face and at the toe of a coastal bluff.  
 
3.  No CDP was applied for or obtained prior to the undertaking of this development, in violation 
of Coastal Act Section 30600(a). No exemption from the permit requirements of the Coastal Act 
applies to the unpermitted development. 
 
4. The unpermitted development is inconsistent with the resource protection policies of the 
Coastal Act, including Sections 30251 and 30253.  
 
5. The unpermitted development is causing continuing resource damage, within the meaning of 
Coastal Act Section 30811 and Section 13190 of the Commission’s Regulations. 
 
6. During a site visit on July 6, 2001, Commission staff observed a shade structure at the toe of 
the bluff on the property.   
 
7. On December 18, 2002, Commission staff reviewed aerial photographs of the property and 
surrounding area and observed additional unpermitted development on the property.   
 
8. On July 24, 2002, the Respondents submitted an extremely incomplete CDP application, 
seeking to retain the shade structure and a storage shed.  The incomplete application was 
returned to the Respondents.  
 
9.  An initial Notice of Violation letter was sent to the Respondents on March 14, 2003, 
requesting the submittal of a CDP application to remove the unpermitted development and 
restore impacted coastal bluff and sandy beach areas, and notifying the Respondents of the 
potential for the recordation of a Notice of Violation regarding the Coastal Act violations. 
 
10. On April 28, 2003, the Respondents submitted an incomplete CDP application to retain the 
shade structure.  The Respondents completed the application, and the Commission was 
scheduled to take action on it at the December 2003 Commission meeting.  The Respondents 
withdrew the application before the December Commission meeting.   
 
11.  On July 29, 2004, Commission staff sent a second Notice of Violation letter to the 
Respondents, again requesting resolution of the Coastal Act violations on the property and again 
notifying the Respondents of the potential for the recordation of a Notice of Violation with 
regards to the Coastal Act violations.  
 
12.  The Respondents submitted an incomplete CDP application (No. 5-04-324) addressing the 
cited unpermitted development on August 12, 2004.  The application was completed on 
November 3, 2004. 
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13.  On June 7, 2005, the Commission held a public hearing on the application, and based on the 
hearing, denied CDP Application No. 5-04-324.  The Respondents subsequently submitted a 
request for reconsideration and withdrew it.   
 
14. On January 17, 2006, the Executive Director issued a Notice of Intent to Commence Cease 
and Desist Order and Restoration Order Proceedings and to Record a Notice of Violation (NOI), 
addressing the unpermitted development on the property.  A response to the NOI, using the 
Statement of Defense (SOD) form sent to the Respondents with the NOI, was due on or before 
February 7, 2006.   
 
15. On February 7, 2006, Commission staff received a document entitled, “Statement of 
Defense” and a specific, written objection to the recordation of a Notice of Violation. 
 
16. There is substantial evidence that a Coastal Act violation has occurred.  
 
17. The unpermitted development listed above in #2 persists on the property.   
 
H. Violators’ Defenses and Commission’s Response  
 
Counsel for the Respondents submitted a document entitled “Statement of Defense Notice of 
Intent to Commence Cease and Desist Order and Restoration Order Proceedings California 
Coastal Commission File No. V-5-01-037”, on behalf of the Respondents, which was received 
by the Commission staff on February 7, 2006 and is included as Exhibit 8.  This purported 
Statement of Defense did not address any of the five topics listed on the Statement of Defense 
form, set forth in Appendix A to Subchapter 8 of the Commission’s regulations, to be used in 
these proceedings, and, in fact, largely does not present identifiable defenses or respond to the 
issues relevant to an enforcement action, such as whether development occurred on the property 
without a CDP.  The “SOD” instead requests unrelated permit files for other properties, the 
administrative record that is being prepared for litigation on a permit action, and the violation file 
for the these proceedings.  Commission staff notes that the only information requested that is 
relevant to this enforcement proceeding is the violation file, and all materials contained in the 
violation file upon which Commission staff based the recommendations for enforcement action 
in this matter are contained in this report and its attachments. 
 
The “SOD” submitted by Counsel for the Respondents does not specify which facts from the 
NOI the Respondents admit, deny, or have no personal knowledge of, does not present any 
affirmative defenses, and does not contain facts or materials to support any of the Respondents’ 
statements.  (There are only two statements in the “SOD” that could reasonably be construed as 
denials.)  Despite this, in an attempt to respond to Respondents’ potential concerns, Commission 
staff has attempted to discern the meaning of the statements and has responded to them below.   
 
First, the Respondents assert that “it was obvious” that a pre-existing path was present on the 
property when the Respondents purchased it.  The “SOD” contains no facts, such as 
photographs, to support this assertion.  Second, the Respondents assert that a cease and desist 
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order is unnecessary because the unpermitted development is causing no “continuing 
environmental harm”.  Environmental harm is not an element of Coastal Act Section 30810 and 
not required for the issuance of a cease and desist order.  However, Commission staff assumes 
that counsel for the Respondents intended to assert that the unpermitted development was not 
causing “continuing resource damage”, which is an element of Coastal Act Section 30811 and 
required for the issuance of a restoration order, not a cease and desist order.  Again, the “SOD” 
does not present any evidence to support this assertion.  Section 2 of this report clearly specifies 
the continuing resource damages occurring on the property as a result of the unpermitted 
development.  However, in an exercise of caution, Commission staff responds to both of the 
assertions below. (See Respondents’ Defenses 6 and 8, infra) 
 
Counsel for the Respondents also mentions development on other properties.  This discussion is 
irrelevant to this Chapter 9 enforcement proceeding involving development on the Respondents’ 
property, which lacks any permit under the Coastal Act.  No evidence is provided to refute the 
allegations made in the NOI with respect to the unpermitted development and continuing 
resource damage on the Respondents’ property.  
 
Counsel for the Respondents also attaches a petition for writ of mandate to the “SOD” and 
purports to incorporate the entire document by reference, without specifying which portions are 
relevant to this proceeding.  In fact, no portion of the petition is relevant to this enforcement 
proceeding.  It was filed by the Respondents to initiate litigation over a permit action, and the 
assertions made therein do not address the elements of Coastal Act Sections 30810 and 30811.  
Furthermore, as stated below, the Respondents are the Petitioners in the permit litigation and, 
therefore, the petition does not contain defenses, only claims against the Commission 
challenging a permit action.  Commission staff again notes that the issues to be addressed in a 
permit action, and in any subsequent litigation over a permit action, are different from those 
relevant in an enforcement action regarding development without a permit.  However, in yet 
another exercise of caution, Commission staff has tried to deduce what claims in the petition 
could be construed to be defenses to an enforcement action and has responded to those claims 
below.  
 
1.  Respondents’ Defense: 
 
The evidence which I would offer in support of the Bredesens is all of the evidence contained in 
the administrative record for California Coastal Commission Permit Application No. 5-04-324… 
I do not yet have a copy of the administrative record and I am handicapped in making a full 
response to your notice of intent…  
 

Commission’s Response:  
 
Receipt of the administrative record for CDP Application No. 5-04-324 is not required for the 
Respondents to receive a fair hearing in this matter.  The administrative record is prepared for 
litigation matters, not enforcement proceedings.  Therefore, although Commission staff is 
preparing an administrative record of the permit hearing involving the Respondents, due to 
pending litigation, that record is not required for the Respondents to receive a fair hearing in this 
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matter.  Moreover, the permit action raises many issues which are not germane to this 
enforcement action.   
 
The issues relevant to this proceeding pertain to the elements of Coastal Act Sections 30810 and 
30811; namely, where 1) development has occurred without a CDP, 2) whether the unpermitted 
development is inconsistent with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, and 3) whether the 
unpermitted development is causing continuing resource damage as defined in Section 13190 of 
the Commission’s regulations.  The facts relevant to these issues are fully addressed in this report 
and its analysis, not anything contained in the administrative record prepared for litigation on a 
separate permit action, provides the basis for the recommended enforcement action in this 
matter.   
   
2.  Respondents’s Defense: 
 
Further I intend also to submit all of the permit files and any other information possessed by the 
Commission in the following cases:  
 
 A-12-2-73-2419, 
 Permit No. 5-85-755 (Briles), 
 Permit No. 5-90-1041A2 (Campbell),  
 Permits P-7266 and A-80-6753, and  
 Permit No. 5-90-1079 (Wright). 
 
 Commission’s Response: 
 
This statement is not couched as a defense.  Moreover, this was the first time these records had 
been requested, even impliedly, so the fact that Respondents did not yet have these records could 
not be a defense.   
 
Furthermore, Permit No. A-12-20-73-2419 authorized the construction of the chain link fence 
between a number of properties, including the Respondents’ property, and Torrance Beach. The 
other permit files correspond to development at completely different properties.  In fact, CDPs 
No. P-7266 and A-80-6753 (Bacon) pertain solely to bluff top development; the other 
development on the property is located on the bluff face portion of that property, is not covered 
by the permit, and is, in fact unpermitted and under investigation by Commission enforcement 
staff.  None of these permits involve the same situation as this matter and should not affect the 
Commission’s decision with respect to the Respondents’ property and these enforcement 
proceedings.  Moreover, the Commission may take an action in this proceeding that is supported 
by the facts and the applicable law, and is not bound here by any decisions made in the past 
regarding other development on other properties.  Other permits and properties are clearly not 
relevant in an enforcement proceeding regarding the unpermitted development on the 
Respondents’ property.  As noted above, the issues in the enforcement hearing relate solely to 
the elements of Coastal Act Sections 30810 and 30811.    
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The Respondents cited CDPs No. A-12-2-73-2419, 5-85-755, and 5-90-1041A2 in October 30, 
2004, in the project description submitted as part of CDP application No. 5-04-324.  The other 
permit files listed above were cited in the Staff Report on CDP application No. 5-04-324, dated 
January 27, 2005.  Therefore, Respondents knew of the existence of these files and had ample 
time to request them since October 2004 and/or January 2005.  However, these files were not 
requested by the Respondents until February 7, 2006.  As noted above, these files are irrelevant 
to the matter at issue in these proceedings and were not requested in a timely manner.  Therefore, 
although Commission staff, as a courtesy to the Respondents, has requested these files and will 
provide public documents contained in the files to the Respondents when they become available, 
this request does not warrant any delay of these proceedings.  Commission staff again notes that 
files for other properties are not relevant at all to enforcement actions involving the Respondents’ 
property.   
   
3. Respondents’ Defense:  
 
Finally, I request that you transmit to me immediately all of the evidence which the Executive 
Director has collected in connection with its Case No. V-5-01-037, including all notes, letters, 
writings, reports, photographs or other documents which you may possess.  I am unable to fully 
respond to the Notice of Intent until I have seen such materials.  
 
 Commission’s Response:  
 
Commission staff notes that although Commission staff first sent a Notice of Violation letter to 
the Respondents on march 14, 2003, almost 3 years ago, followed by a Notice of Violation letter 
on July 29, 2004 and a Notice of Intent on January 26, 2006.  At no time until this SOD 
submittal were these documents requested by the Respondents.  Again, the only elements 
relevant to these enforcement proceedings are the elements set forth in Coastal Act Sections 
30810 and 30811.  The information regarding these elements, upon which Commission staff 
based the recommendations for enforcement action in this matter, is contained in this report and 
its attachments.  
 
4. Respondents’ Defense:  
 
I request that you set no hearing in this matter until the administrative record has been delivered 
to me along with the materials which I have requested above… Setting a hearing before you have 
delivered such documents would deprive the Bredesens of a fair hearing.  
 
 Commission’s Response:  
 
See Responses to Defenses No. 2 and 3 above.  Again, the record for this enforcement 
proceeding is what is relevant.  Counsel for Respondents would have us take no enforcement 
action at all until such time as the administrative record being prepared in a separate proceeding, 
in which he has sued the Commission on behalf of the Respondents, is completed.  This is not 
what is intended under Chapter 9 of the Coastal Act and if followed, would greatly and 
unnecessarily delay this enforcement action.   
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5. Respondents’ Defense:  
 
The Bredesens spent more than $80,000 on landscape design and engineering to satisfy requests 
made of the Bredesens by Coastal [Commission] staff.  
 
 Commission’s Response:  
 
The costs mentioned above were voluntarily incurred by the Respondents, and the amount of 
money contributed to development design is not a factor in Commission permit decision-making, 
much less in an enforcement proceeding.  At no time did nor could Commission staff guarantee 
that the Respondents’ permit application would be approved upon submittal of landscape design 
and engineering documents. This is a determination that falls solely within the discretion of the 
Commission itself, not Commission staff.  The Commission found that notwithstanding this 
work, the proposed development was inconsistent with the resource protection policies of the 
Coastal Act. 
 
6. Respondents’ Defense:  
 
On the Bredesen property at the time that it was purchased, it was obvious that the former 
occupants of the property had gone from the home to the beach on the slope of the property 
although no engineered path had been constructed. 
 
 Commission’s Response:  
 
The Respondents have not provided any evidence that of a pre-existing trail on the property.  
They also have not submitted a vested rights application for any development on the property 
and, therefore, cannot have established a legal vested right to the pathway.  Furthermore, even if 
a pre-existing trail on the bluff face existed, replacing it with a concrete and flagstone walkway 
is a “substantial change” as defined in Coastal Act Section 30608, and, pursuant to 30608, would 
require a CDP even if a pre-Coastal path had been proven to exist. 
 
 
7. Respondents’ Defense:  
 
[The SOD lists development on completely different properties that the Commission approved or 
that predates the Coastal Act] …despite prior determinations that other more obvious and less 
carefully designed plans were consistent with Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act, the 
Commission capriciously and arbitrarily denied the [Respondents’] application to build a path.  
 
 Commission’s Response:  
 
Again, development on other properties is irrelevant to this enforcement proceeding.  The issues 
relevant to this proceeding pertain to the elements of Coastal Act Sections 30810 and 30811; 
namely, 1) has development occurred without a CDP, 2) is the unpermitted development 
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inconsistent with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, and 3) is the unpermitted 
development causing continuing resource damage as defined in Section 13190 of the 
Commission’s regulations.  However, it is worth noting that the development listed in the SOD is 
distinguishable from the unpermitted development on the Respondents’ property.   
 
Approved Development: As stated above, development on other properties is irrelevant to this 
enforcement proceeding, which involves the failure of Respondents to obtain the required 
Coastal Development Permit for the development on their property.  Even if the other 
development was relevant, which it clearly is not, such development is distinguishable from the 
unpermitted development at issue.  Of the twenty-eight lots in the area, only four lots contain 
development that was approved by the Commission.  The remaining development was either 
constructed prior to the enactment of the Coastal Act and not subject to Coastal Act 
requirements, or is unpermitted and currently under investigation by Commission enforcement 
staff.  Furthermore, Commission staff notes that the Commission has approved no shade 
structures at the toe of the bluff in the area.  
 
The four permits authorizing bluff face development were approved between 1986 and 1995.  
Since then, the Commission has consistently taken the position that development on the bluff 
face seaward of the Paseo de la Playa is inconsistent with the resource protection policies of the 
Coastal Act and has even conditioned bluff top development on the provision of a twenty-five 
foot bluff setback.   In addition, we note that the Commission has denied applications or rejected 
portions of applications for bluff face development on the Carey property (5-03-328), the Conger 
property (5-01-018), and most importantly the Respondents’ own property (5-04-324), which is 
the subject of this proceeding.   Moreover, counsel for Respondents raises the issue of some of 
the development nearby this property.  As noted above, these are either authorized by older 
permits issued by the Commission, or are the subject matter of pending enforcement 
investigations.12

 
Pre-Coastal Development: As noted above, the development on other properties mentioned in 
the SOD is irrelevant to this enforcement action regarding the failure to obtain the required 
Coastal Development Permit for the development on Respondents’ property.  Moreover, 
development that predates the Coastal Act is not subject to Coastal Act permitting requirements 
and, therefore, the Commission has not evaluated the development under Chapter 3 policies or 
Coastal Act enforcement procedures, as is required in this proceeding regarding development 
placed after enactment of the Coastal Act.  The fact that development predates the Coastal Act in 

 
12 The development cited by Respondents was approved under permits issued in 1986, 1991 and 1995, 
prior to the Commission’s current stance of bluff face development.  Moreover, the approved 
development is also distinguishable from the development on the Respondents’ property.   Even in these 
earlier permits, the permits were conditioned to minimize visual impacts, in recognition of the concerns 
for this area.  For example, one permit referred to by Respondents (5-90-1041A3) was issued in 1991 and 
was approved for a stairway on the Campbell property.  There, the Commission approved a narrow 
property line stairway, and again sited this to be as visually compatible as possible, by siting it along an 
existing wall to reduce visual impacts, and was only approved as part of a bluff reconstruction and 
restoration that the owners was performing.    
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no way implies that the Commission would approve the development if it were not pre-existing 
and subject to the Coastal Act.   
 
Unpermitted Development: Counsel for the Respondent also implies that all development 
present in the area is somehow legal.  Counsel for Respondent fails to mention that there is other 
development on the bluff face and at the toe of the bluff that was conducted without a CDP.  In 
fact, eight properties out of the twenty-eight contiguous lots contain unpermitted bluff face 
development.  In fact, Commission enforcement staff is currently investigating these as 
violations.   
 
Regardless of the results of these investigations, the Commission has the statutory right to 
enforce the Coastal Act with its cease and desist order and restoration order powers, pursuant to 
Coastal Act Sections 30810 and 30811 with regards to the development on the Respondents’ 
property.  
 
8. Respondents’ Defense:  
 
To now order the Bredesens to remove what they have challenged the denial of is premature and 
unnecessary.  No continuing environmental harm is occurring.  All of the development which 
presently exists had been completed at the time that the Bredesens received their first [Notice of 
Violation letter]. There is no basis for the Commission to issue a cease and desist order as the 
Bredesens have ceased and desisted performing any development on the property… 
 
 Commission’s Response:  
 
The Respondents did not apply for nor obtain a CDP prior to construction of the development 
that is the subject of this enforcement action, as is required by the Coastal Act.  Yet they 
constructed the development anyway.  Moreover, after they did apply for a permit, after a full 
public hearing on the matter, the Commission denied the Respondents’ permit application 
seeking after-the-fact authorization for the development.  Therefore, the development is 
unpermitted.  As explained above in Section IV.E.2. above, the unpermitted development is 
inconsistent with Coastal Act Sections 30251 and 30253 and is causing continuing resource 
damage.  The damage to coastal resources that exists as a result of the unpermitted development 
includes: impacts to scenic resources and increased beach erosion from decreased contribution to 
sand supply and runoff from impervious surfaces on the bluff face.  Because of the ongoing 
damage to resources, it is inadvisable to delay removal and restoration for a significant period of 
time (potentially several years) for litigation.  In fact, the Respondents have not demonstrated a 
justification to do so.   
 
In fact, whether or not the unpermitted development is causing any harm, the Commission has 
the authority to order its removal under Section 30810 of the Coastal Act, solely on the basis that 
it is unpermitted development.  The fact that the Respondents are challenging the permit denial 
in court shows that they are not willing to voluntarily remove the unpermitted development and 
restore impacted areas.  Thus, a cease and desist order is necessary in this matter to resolve the 
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violations.  However, as explained above, the unpermitted development is inconsistent with 
Coastal Act Sections 30251 and 30253 and is causing continuing resource damage. 
 
9. Respondents’ Defense:  

 
The Bredesens reserve the right to amend, supplement or modify this statement of defense at any 
time up to and including the date of any hearing which may be held on any proposed cease and 
deist or restoration orders.  
 
 Commission’s Response:  
 
The court in Bohn v. Watson held the following: 
 

It was never contemplated that a party to an administrative hearing should withhold any 
defense then available to him or make only a perfunctory or ‘skeleton’ showing in the 
hearing…The rule compelling a party to present all legitimate issues before the 
administrative tribunal is required…to preserve the integrity of the proceedings before 
that body and to endow them with a dignity beyond that of a mere shadow-play.  
130 Cal.App.2d 24 at 37 (1954). 

 
The Commission’s cease and desist hearings are “quasi-judicial.” Thus, if the Commission is to 
make findings of fact and conclusions at law in the form of an adopted Staff Report, the 
Respondents must inform the Commission, precisely and in writing, which defenses they wish 
the Commission to consider.  Under the applicable regulations governing Coastal Act 
enforcement proceedings, this is done through the use of the SOD, which allows for Commission 
review of defenses and evidence prior to the hearing on the matter (See, e.g., Horack v. 
Franchise Tax Board (1971) 18 Cal.App.3d 363, 368) (“Where administrative machinery exists 
for resolution of differences, such procedures must be “fully utilized and exhausted”).  The 
Respondents submitted an SOD in a timely manner. Thus, Commission staff assumes that all 
relevant information that could reasonably have been obtained at that time was presented in the 
SOD. 
 
10. “Defenses” Raised in the Petition for Writ of Mandate  
 
The Respondents attached a copy of the Petition for Writ of Mandate, filed on August 12, 2005, 
to the SOD and attempted to incorporate the allegations raised in the Petition by reference.  The 
Petition raised a number of issues that are not germane to this enforcement proceeding, but 
Commission staff, in an excess of caution, have parsed through the petition, attempted to identify 
any relevant issues, and have identified and responded to the relevant issues below.  Commission 
staff notes that these issues were not presented as “defenses” at all by Respondents since they 
were contained in a petition filed by the Respondents (therein referred to as “PETITIONERS”) 
attached to the SOD form with no analysis or attempt to correlate the petition to the SOD or the 
Coastal Act enforcement process.  However, as a courtesy, Commission staff has attempted to 
estimate which of the issues raised in the petition could, had they been submitted as “defenses” 
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in accordance with the Commission’s regulations, possibly be construed as “defenses” for the 
purpose of this staff report and Coastal  Act proceeding.   
 
Regardless of whether the unpermitted development is inconsistent with these Coastal Act 
sections, as noted herein, the Commission has the authority to order its removal under Section 
30810 of the Coastal Act, solely on the basis that it is unpermitted development.    
 
a. Respondents’ Defenses With Regards to Coastal Act Section 30251:  

 
…PETITIONERS’ Property is not a highly scenic area… 

 
…none of the improvements proposed by PETITIONERS interfere with the view enjoyed 
by the public from the public street or any other public location to the ocean… 
 
…the scenic appearance of the PETITIONERS’ Property from the beach is of the fence… 
 
…there is no evidence that such improvements are not consistent with the scenic and 
visual quality of the area… 
 
Commissions’ Response: 
 

Coastal Act Section 30251 states:  
 
The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected as a 
resource of public importance.  Permitted development shall be sited and designed to 
protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the alteration 
of natural land forms, to be visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas, 
and, where feasible, to restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas.   

 
This Coastal Act Section, pertaining to “coastal areas” and “views along the ocean and scenic 
coastal areas”, is relevant to the property at issue.  The property is located immediately adjacent 
to the beach and ocean, making it a coastal area.  In addition, the bluff is relatively undisturbed 
and is essential to the character of the heavily-used Torrance beach.  The unpermitted 
development is not visually compatible with the surrounding beach and coastal bluff. Also, as 
explained in this report, the unpermitted development was not sited or designed to protect views 
and was not undertaken in a way that minimized landform alteration.  (See discussion in Section 
IV.E.2.b, infra) 
 
The Respondents state that the unpermitted development does not affect views from the public 
street to the ocean.  They fail, however, to address the views of the beach and bluff from the 
beach, which are the views at issue in this matter.  The unpermitted development does in fact 
interfere with the views of the beach and bluff area seen by public visiting Torrance Beach.  
 
The Respondents state that only the fence and not the unpermitted development can be seen from 
the beach.  The Respondents have covered the chain link fence, located between the property and 
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Torrance Beach, with black plastic sheeting, presumably to block views of the unpermitted 
development through the fence.  The plastic sheeting covering the fence is both unpermitted and 
visible from the beach (as well as being hazardous to marine life and incompatible with the 
character of the surrounding area).  Furthermore, photographs taken by Commission staff from 
the beach clearly show the unpermitted development and indicate that the unpermitted 
development is indeed visible from the public beach (See Exhibits 3 c, 3d).  Even the 
Respondents’ October 30, 2004 project description states that the chain link fence is 6 feet high.  
In fact, the shade structure is 13 feet high and located up the toe of the bluff from the fence.  
Additionally, the walkway is located on the bluff face above the fence and is clearly visible.   
 
b. Respondents’ Defenses With Regards to Coastal Act Section 30253: 

 
…PETITIONERS’ Property is not in a special community or neighborhood as described 
in Public Resources Code 30253(5)… 
 
… even if PETITIONERS’ Property were in a special community or neighborhood, the 
neighborhood has many other homes with improvements substantially similar to the 
proposed by PETITIONERS and PETITIONERS’ improvements would be compatible 
with the character of the neighborhood… 
 
…the slope on PETITIONERS’ Property is not a cliff or a bluff but a sandy slope. 
 
… the alterations made to the slope on the PETITIONERS’ Property do not constitute a 
substantial alteration of the natural landforms… 
 
…there was no evidence that any significant amount of sand was contributed to the local 
shore line sand supply from the slope on PETITIONERS’ Property or that the 
PETITIONERS’ improvements would interfere in any way with the local shoreline sand 
supply… 

 
 Commission’s Response:  
 
Coastal Act Section 30253 states:  
  
 New development shall: 
 

(2) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly 
to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any way 
require the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural 
landforms along bluffs and cliffs. 

 
(5) Where appropriate, protect special communities and neighborhoods which, because of 
their unique characteristics, are popular visitor destination points for recreational uses. 
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As stated previously in this report, the unpermitted development on the property is immediately 
adjacent to Torrance Beach, a public, Los Angeles County beach that is a popular destination 
point for recreational uses.  The bluff is relatively undisturbed.  Thus, the character of the 
neighborhood is natural and undeveloped, and not defined by the few lots that contain 
development, as the Respondents assert. 
 
The Respondents label the coastal bluff on the property a slope.  The coastal bluff at issue clearly 
meets the definitions of “coastal” and “bluff” as defined in the American Geological Institute’s 
Glossary of Geology, which is the standard source for definitions of geologic terms.  The 
Commission’s geologist responded to this issue on pages 11-13 of the staff report for CDP 
application No. 5-04-324, which is incorporated herein by reference (Exhibit 6).      
 
The unpermitted development on the property is located on a coastal bluff, which, according to a 
report submitted by the Respondents’ coastal engineer in November 2004, is comprised of “silty 
sand, San Pedro sand, pebbles, and man-placed sand (fill)”.  “Hardening” of coastal bluffs as a 
result of the placement of development on the bluff and between the bluff and the beach, 
decreases the amount of sand contributed to beach sand supply by the slowly eroding bluff.  
Over time, this decreased sand supply can decrease the amount of beach that the public has to 
enjoy.  This concept is an accepted aspect of coastal processes and, accordingly, Commission 
staff provided references in the staff report on the permit denial to documents explaining bluff 
hardening.  Furthermore, increased runoff from the impervious surface on the bluff face will 
impact the beach. These impacts will result in increased erosion of the beach. Therefore, the 
unpermitted development at the toe of a coastal bluff is inconsistent with Section 30253 because 
it does not protect Torrance Beach.  
 
The Respondents assert that the unpermitted development does not alter natural landforms.  
Commission staff notes, however, that the walkway was constructed on the face of a coastal 
bluff and that development at the toe of the bluff changes the landform.  However, Coastal Act 
Section 30253(2) prohibits development that contributes significantly to erosion.  Regardless of 
whether you identify it as a bluff or a sandy slope, the development at issue will contribute 
significantly to erosion of the beach from decreased sand supply and increased runoff from 
impervious surfaces.  

 
Staff recommends that the Commission issue the following Cease and Desist and Restoration 
Orders to the Respondents:  
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CEASE AND DESIST ORDER CCC-06-CD-02, BREDESEN  
 
Pursuant to its authority under Public Resource Code Section 30810, the California Coastal 
Commission hereby orders and authorizes Chris G. Bredesen and Virginia C. Bredesen, as 
Trustees of the C.G. and V.C. Bredesen Trust, (hereinafter referred to as “Respondents”) to: 
 
1.  Cease and desist from engaging in any further development on the property identified by 

Los Angeles County as Assessor’s Parcel Number 7512-003-022 (hereinafter referred to 
as “the property”).   

 
2.  Cease and desist from maintaining unpermitted development on the property. 
 
3. Take all steps necessary to ensure compliance with the Coastal Act including: removal of 

all unpermitted development from the property and restoration of all areas impacted from 
the unpermitted development and/or from its removal, according to the following terms 
and conditions:  

 
I. Submittal of Removal and Restoration Plan  

 
a. Within sixty days of issuance of this Order, Respondents shall submit, pursuant to 

Section V of this Order, for the review and approval of the Executive Director, 
two sets of a Removal and Restoration Plan, prepared by a licensed civil engineer 
or a qualified restoration ecologist or resource specialist, with credentials 
acceptable to the Executive Director.  The plan shall provide for the removal of 
all unpermitted development from the property including the 1,059 linear-foot, 
four-foot wide, concrete and flagstone walkway with handrails, posts and edges; 
irrigation system; 910 square-foot; thirteen-foot high shade structure; 1218 
square-foot, two-tier, concrete and flagstone patio; fire pit; storage locker; plastic 
sheeting covering the permitted chain link fence, and concrete planters on the face 
and at the toe of a coastal bluff. 

 
b. The Removal and Restoration Plan shall include the following provisions 

regarding the removal of unpermitted development:   
 

 a. A detailed description of proposed removal activities.  
 
 b. A timetable for removal.  
 
 c. Disposal site for removed development.  The site must be a licensed 

disposal facility located outside of the Coastal Zone.  Any hazardous 
materials must be transported to a licensed hazardous waste disposal 
facility.   

 
 d. If mechanized equipment is used, the following information shall be 

provided:  
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  i. Type of mechanized equipment required for removal activities; 

 
    ii. Length of time equipment must be used;   
 

   iii. Routes utilized to bring equipment to and from the property; 
 

iv. Storage location for equipment when not in use during removal 
process;  

 
    v. Hours of operation of mechanized equipment; 
 

vi. Contingency plan in case of a spill of fuel or other hazardous 
release from use of mechanized equipment that addresses clean-up 
and disposal of the hazardous materials and water quality 
concerns; 

 
    vii. Measures to be taken to protect water quality. 

 
c. The Removal and Restoration Plan shall also include a grading plan to restore the 

face and toe of the bluff where unpermitted grading or disturbance has occurred 
or where the slope of the bluff was impacted by removal of development pursuant 
to this Order.  Disturbed or graded areas of the bluff shall be restored to match the 
existing topography of the immediately adjacent undisturbed bluff slope areas.  

 
d. The Removal and Restoration Plan shall also include a revegetation and erosion 

control plan to revegetate the bluff on the property where grading and/or 
vegetation removal has occurred or occurs as a result of removal of development 
pursuant to this Order.  The revegetation and erosion control plan shall include the 
following criteria: 

 
i. An interim erosion control plan that provides for temporary erosion 

control measures such as geofabrics, silt fencing, sandbag barriers, or 
other measures to control erosion until revegetation of the restored slope is 
completed.  These erosion control measures shall be required on the 
project site prior to and concurrent with any grading operations and shall 
be maintained throughout the process to minimize erosion and sediment to 
runoff waters during construction.  All sediment shall be removed to an 
appropriate disposal site, approved by the Executive Director, either 
outside the coastal zone or to a site within the coastal zone permitted to 
receive fill. 
 

ii. A revegetation program prepared by a qualified restoration ecologist or 
resource specialist, with credentials acceptable to the Executive Director, 
which 1) utilizes native species of coastal bluff scrub vegetation, including 
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coast buckwheat (Erigonum parvifolium), 2) is consistent with the 
surrounding native plant community, and 3) includes indicators to be used 
in monitoring reports to establish the level of success of revegetation, 
including but not limited to the following:  

 
1. 80% survival of container plants 
2. 75% ground coverage by annual non-native species 
3. No more than 25% bare ground 
4. No more than 15% cover by annual non-native species 
5. 0% cover of perennial non-native species 

  
e. A monitoring and maintenance methodology that includes the following 

provisions: 
 

i. Respondents agree to submit, on an annual basis for a period of five years 
(no later than December 31st of each year) a written report, for the review 
and approval of the Executive Director, prepared by a qualified resource 
specialist, evaluating compliance with the approved Removal and 
Restoration Plan.  The annual reports shall include further 
recommendations and requirements for additional restoration activities in 
order for the project to meet the objectives of the Removal and Restoration 
Plan.  These reports shall also include photographs taken annually from 
the same pre-designated locations (annotated to a copy of the site plans) 
indicating the progress of recovery in the restoration areas. 

 
ii. At the end of the five-year period, Respondents agree to submit a final 

detailed report prepared by a qualified resource specialist for the review 
and approval of the Executive Director.  If this report indicates that the 
restoration project has in part, or in whole, been unsuccessful, based on 
the approved Removal and Restoration Plan, Respondents agree to submit 
a revised or supplemental plan to compensate for those portions of the 
original program that were not successful.  The Executive Director will 
determine if the revised or supplemental restoration plan must be 
processed as a CDP, a new Restoration Order, or a modification of this 
Order. 

 
f. If the Executive Director determines that any modifications or additions to the 

submitted Removal and Restoration Plan are necessary, he shall notify 
Respondents.  Respondents shall complete requested modifications and resubmit 
the Removal and Restoration Plan for approval within 10 days of the notification. 

 
II. Removal and Restoration 

 
a. Within thirty days after approval of the Removal and Restoration Plan by the 

Executive Director, Respondents shall: 
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i. Remove all unpermitted development, including the 1,059 linear-foot, 

four-foot wide, concrete and flagstone walkway with handrails, posts and 
edges; irrigation system; 910 square-foot; thirteen-foot high shade 
structure; 1218 square-foot, two-tier, concrete and flagstone patio; fire pit; 
storage locker; plastic sheeting, and concrete planters on the face and at 
the toe of a coastal bluff. 

 
ii. Complete all restorative grading consistent with the approved Removal 

and Restoration Plan. 
 

iii. Revegetate all disturbed and graded areas of the bluff slope consistent 
with the approved Removal and Restoration Plan. 

 
b. Within sixty days after approval of the Removal and Restoration Plan by the 

Executive Director, Commission staff will conduct a site inspection to confirm 
compliance with the terms and conditions of the order.   

 
c. Other than those areas subject to restoration activities, the areas of the property 

and surrounding areas currently undisturbed shall not be disturbed by activities 
required by this Order.  Prior to initiation of any activities resulting in the physical 
alteration of the property, the disturbance boundary shall be physically delineated 
in the field using temporary measures such as stakes and colored tape.  

 
d. Within thirty days of the implementation of the Removal and Restoration Plan, 

the Respondents shall submit to the Executive Director a report documenting the 
project’s completion.  The report shall include photographs that clearly show the 
entire bluff area and a statement from a qualified restoration ecologist or resource 
specialist, indicating that the Removal and Restoration Plan has been 
implemented according to this Order.   

 
III. Monitoring 

 
Respondents will monitor restoration of the bluff on the property according to Section I.d of this 
Order.  All monitoring documents shall be submitted according to Section V. of this Order.   
 
 
I. Persons Subject to the Order 
 
Persons subject to this Cease and Desist Order are Respondents, Respondents’ agents, 
contractors and employees, and any persons acting in concert with any of the foregoing.  
  
II. Identification of the Property 
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The property that is subject to this Order is located at 437 Paseo de la Playa in Torrance, Los 
Angeles County and identified by the Los Angeles County Assessor’s Office as APN 7512-003-
022. 
 
III. Description of Unpermitted Development 
 
Unpermitted development includes unpermitted construction of a walkway, irrigation system, 
shade structure, patio, fire pit, storage locker, plastic sheeting, and concrete planters on the face 
and at the toe of a coastal bluff. 
 
IV.  Commission Jurisdiction and Authority to Act  
 
The Commission has jurisdiction over this matter, as the property at issue is located within the 
Coastal Zone and in an area not covered by a certified Local Coastal Plan.  The Commission is 
issuing this Order pursuant to its authority under Coastal Act Section 30810. 
 
V.  Submittal of Documents  
 
All documents submitted pursuant to this Order must be sent to: 
 
California Coastal Commission          
Attn: Christine Chestnut    
45 Fremont St., Suite 2000   
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219  
 
 
VI. Effective Date and Terms of the O

 

 
The effective date of the Order is the date o
remain in effect permanently unless and unt
 
VII. Findings  
 
The Order is issued on the basis of the findi
hearing, as set forth in the attached docume
Violation and Cease and Desist Order and R
 
VIII. Compliance Obligation  
 
Strict compliance with the Order by all part
strictly with any term or condition of the Or
will constitute a violation of this Order and 
authorized under Section 30821.6, of up to 
each day in which such compliance failure p
under Section 30820.   
 
 
  
 

With a copy of all documents to: 

California Coastal Commission 
Attn: Pat Veesart 
89 S. California Street, Suite 200 
Ventura, CA 93001-2801 
rder  

f approval by the Commission.  The Order shall 
il modified or rescinded by the Commission.  

ngs adopted by the Commission at the March 2006 
nt entitled “Staff Report and Findings for Notice of 
estoration Order”. 

ies subject thereto is required.  Failure to comply 
der including any deadline contained in the Order 
may result in the imposition of civil penalties, as 
SIX THOUSAND DOLLARS ($6,000) per day for 
ersists, in addition to any other penalties authorized 
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IX. Extension of Deadlines  
 
The Executive Director may extend deadlines for good cause.  Any extension request must be 
made in writing to the Executive Director and received by Commission staff at least ten days 
prior to expiration of the subject deadline.  
 
X. Appeal  
 
Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 30803(b), any person or entity against whom this 
Order is issued may file a petition with the Superior Court for a stay of this Order.  
 
XI.  Modifications and Amendments to this Order  
 
This Order may be amended or modified only in accordance with the standards and procedures 
set forth in Section 13188(b) of the Commission’s administrative regulations. 
 
XII. Government Liability    
 
The State of California shall not be liable for injuries or damages to persons or property resulting 
from acts or omissions by Respondents in carrying out activities required and authorized under 
this Order, nor shall the State of California be held as a party to any contract entered into by 
Respondents or Respondents’ agents in carrying out activities pursuant to this Order. 
 
XIII. Successors and Assigns  
 
This Order shall run with the land, binding all successors in interest, future owners of the 
property, heirs and assigns of Respondents.  Notice shall be provided to all successors, heirs and 
assigns of any remaining obligations under this Order. 
 
XIV. No Limitation on Authority  
 
Except as expressly provided herein, nothing herein shall limit or restrict the exercise of the 
Commission’s enforcement authority pursuant to Chapter 9 of the Coastal Act, including the 
authority to require and enforce compliance with this Order. 
 
 
 
Executed in _______________________ on ________________________________, on behalf 
of the California Coastal Commission. 
 
 
 
By:______________________________  Peter Douglas, Executive Director 
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RESTORATION ORDER CCC-06-RO-02, BREDESEN  
 
Pursuant to its authority under Public Resource Code Section 30811, the California Coastal 
Commission hereby orders and authorizes Chris G. Bredesen and Virginia C. Bredesen, as 
Trustees of the C.G. & V.C. Bredesen Trust, (hereinafter referred to as “Respondents”) to: 
 

I. Submittal of Removal and Restoration Plan  
 

a. Within sixty days of issuance of this Order, Respondents shall submit, pursuant 
to Section V of this Order, for the review and approval of the Executive 
Director, two sets of a Removal and Restoration Plan, prepared by a licensed 
civil engineer or a qualified restoration ecologist or resource specialist, with 
credentials acceptable to the Executive Director.  The plan shall provide for the 
removal of all unpermitted development from the property including the 1,059 
linear-foot, four-foot wide, concrete and flagstone walkway with handrails, 
posts and edges; irrigation system; 910 square-foot; thirteen-foot high shade 
structure; 1218 square-foot, two-tier, concrete and flagstone patio; fire pit; 
storage locker; plastic sheeting covering the permitted chain link fence, and 
concrete planters on the face and at the toe of a coastal bluff. 

 
b. The Removal and Restoration Plan shall include the following provisions 

regarding the removal of unpermitted development:   
 

 a. A detailed description of proposed removal activities.  
 
 b. A timetable for removal.  
 
 c. Disposal site for removed development.  The site must be a licensed 

disposal facility located outside of the Coastal Zone.  Any hazardous 
materials must be transported to a licensed hazardous waste disposal 
facility.   

 
 d. If mechanized equipment is used, the following information shall be 

provided:  
 
  i. Type of mechanized equipment required for removal activities; 

 
    ii. Length of time equipment must be used;   
 

   iii. Routes utilized to bring equipment to and from the property; 
 

iv. Storage location for equipment when not in use during removal 
process;  

 
    v. Hours of operation of mechanized equipment; 
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vi. Contingency plan in case of a spill of fuel or other hazardous 
release from use of mechanized equipment that addresses clean-up 
and disposal of the hazardous materials and water quality 
concerns; 

 
    vii. Measures to be taken to protect water quality. 

 
c. The Removal and Restoration Plan shall also include a grading plan to restore 

the face and toe of the bluff where unpermitted grading or disturbance has 
occurred or where the slope of the bluff was impacted by removal of 
development pursuant to this Order.  Disturbed or graded areas of the bluff shall 
be restored to match the existing topography of the immediately adjacent 
undisturbed bluff slope areas.  

 
d. The Removal and Restoration Plan shall also include a revegetation and erosion 

control plan to revegetate the bluff on the property where grading and/or 
vegetation removal has occurred or occurs as a result of removal of 
development pursuant to this Order.  The revegetation and erosion control plan 
shall include the following criteria: 

 
i. An interim erosion control plan that provides for temporary erosion 

control measures such as geofabrics, silt fencing, sandbag barriers, or 
other measures to control erosion until revegetation of the restored slope 
is completed.  These erosion control measures shall be required on the 
project site prior to and concurrent with any grading operations and shall 
be maintained throughout the process to minimize erosion and sediment 
to runoff waters during construction.  All sediment shall be removed to 
an appropriate disposal site, approved by the Executive Director, either 
outside the coastal zone or to a site within the coastal zone permitted to 
receive fill. 

 
ii. A revegetation program prepared by a qualified restoration ecologist or 

resource specialist, with credentials acceptable to the Executive 
Director, which 1) utilizes native species of coastal bluff scrub 
vegetation, including coast buckwheat (Erigonum parvifolium), 2) is 
consistent with the surrounding native plant community, and 3) includes 
indicators to be used in monitoring reports to establish the level of 
success of revegetation program, including but not limited to the 
following:  

 
1. 80% survival of container plants 
2. 75% ground coverage by annual non-native species 
3. No more than 25% bare ground 
4. No more than 15% cover by annual non-native species 
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5. 0% cover of perennial non-native species 
 

e. A monitoring and maintenance methodology that includes the following 
provisions: 

 
i. Respondents agree to submit, on an annual basis for a period of five 

years (no later than December 31st of each year) a written report, for the 
review and approval of the Executive Director, prepared by a qualified 
resource specialist, evaluating compliance with the approved Removal 
and Restoration Plan.  The annual reports shall include further 
recommendations and requirements for additional restoration activities 
in order for the project to meet the objectives of the Removal and 
Restoration Plan.  These reports shall also include photographs taken 
annually from the same pre-designated locations (annotated to a copy of 
the site plans) indicating the progress of recovery in the restoration 
areas. 

 
ii. At the end of the five-year period, Respondents agree to submit a final 

detailed report prepared by a qualified resource specialist for the review 
and approval of the Executive Director.  If this report indicates that the 
restoration project has in part, or in whole, been unsuccessful, based on 
the approved Removal and Restoration Plan, Respondents agree to 
submit a revised or supplemental plan to compensate for those portions 
of the original program that were not successful.  The Executive 
Director will determine if the revised or supplemental restoration plan 
must be processed as a CDP, a new Restoration Order, or a modification 
of this Order. 

 
f. If the Executive Director determines that any modifications or additions to the 

submitted Removal and Restoration Plan are necessary, he shall notify 
Respondents.  Respondents shall complete requested modifications and 
resubmit the Removal and Restoration Plan for approval within 10 days of the 
notification. 

 
II. Removal and Restoration 
 

a. Within thirty days after approval of the Removal and Restoration Plan by the 
Executive Director, Respondents shall: 

 
i. Remove all unpermitted development, including the 1,059 linear-foot, 

four-foot wide, concrete and flagstone walkway with handrails, posts 
and edges; irrigation system; 910 square-foot; thirteen-foot high shade 
structure; 1218 square-foot, two-tier, concrete and flagstone patio; fire 
pit; storage locker; plastic sheeting, and concrete planters on the face 
and at the toe of a coastal bluff. 
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ii. Complete all restorative grading consistent with the approved Removal 

and Restoration Plan. 
 

iii. Revegetate all disturbed and graded areas of the bluff slope consistent 
with the approved Removal and Restoration Plan. 

 
b. Within sixty days after approval of the Removal and Restoration Plan by the 

Executive Director, Commission staff will conduct a site inspection to confirm 
compliance with the terms and conditions of the order.   

 
c. Other than those areas subject to restoration activities, the areas of the property 

and surrounding areas currently undisturbed shall not be disturbed by activities 
required by this Order.  Prior to initiation of any activities resulting in the 
physical alteration of the property, the disturbance boundary shall be physically 
delineated in the field using temporary measures such as stakes and colored 
tape.  

 
d. Within thirty days of the implementation of the Removal and Restoration Plan, 

the Respondents shall submit to the Executive Director a report documenting 
the project’s completion.  The report shall include photographs that clearly 
show the entire bluff area and a statement from a qualified restoration ecologist 
or resource specialist, indicating that the Removal and Restoration Plan has 
been implemented according to this Order.   

 
III. Monitoring 

 
Respondents will monitor restoration of the bluff on the property according to Section I.d of this 
Order.  All monitoring documents shall be submitted according to Section V. of this Order.   
 
I. Persons Subject to the Order 
 
Persons subject to this Restoration Order are Respondents, Respondents’ agents, contractors and 
employees, and any persons acting in concert with any of the foregoing.  
  
II. Identification of the Property 
 
The property that is subject to this Order is located at 437 Paseo de la Playa in Torrance, Los 
Angeles County and identified by the Los Angeles County Assessor’s Office as APN 7512-003-
022. 
 
III. Description of Unpermitted Development 
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Unpermitted development includes unpermitted construction of a walkway, irrigation system, 
shade structure, patio, fire pit, storage locker, plastic sheeting, and concrete planters on the face 
and at the toe of a coastal bluff. 
 
IV.  Commission Jurisdiction and Authority to Act  
 
The Commission has jurisdiction over this matter, as the property at issue is located within the 
Coastal Zone and in an area not covered by a certified Local Coastal Plan.  The Commission is 
issuing this Order pursuant to its authority under Coastal Act Section 30811. 
 
V.  Submittal of Documents  
 
All documents submitted pursuant to this Order must be sent to: 
 
California Coastal Commission  
Attn: Christine Chestnut    
45 Fremont St., Suite 2000   
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219  

 

 
 
VI. Effective Date and Terms of the 
 
The effective date of the Order is the date
remain in effect permanently unless and u
 
VII. Findings  
 
The Order is issued on the basis of the fin
hearing, as set forth in the attached docum
Cease and Desist Order and Restoration O
 
VIII. Compliance Obligation  
 
Strict compliance with the Order by all pa
strictly with any term or condition of the O
will constitute a violation of this Order an
authorized under Section 30821.6, of up t
each day in which such compliance failur
under Section 30820.   
 
IX. Extension of Deadlines  
 
The Executive Director may extend deadl
made in writing to the Executive Director
prior to expiration of the subject deadline.
 
  
  
 

With a copy of all documents to: 

California Coastal Commission 
Attn: Pat Veesart 
89 S. California Street, Suite 200 
Ventura, CA 93001-2801 
Order  

 of approval by the Commission.  The Order shall 
ntil modified or rescinded by the Commission.  

dings adopted by the Commission at the March 2006 
ent entitled “Staff Report and Findings for Notice of 
rder”.  

rties subject thereto is required.  Failure to comply 
rder including any deadline contained in the Order 

d may result in the imposition of civil penalties, as 
o SIX THOUSAND DOLLARS ($6,000) per day for 
e persists, in addition to any other penalties authorized 

ines for good cause.  Any extension request must be 
 and received by Commission staff at least ten days 
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X. Appeal  
 
Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 30803(b), any person or entity against whom this 
Order is issued may file a petition with the Superior Court for a stay of this Order.  
 
XI.  Modifications and Amendments to this Order  
 
This Order may be amended or modified only in accordance with the standards and procedures 
set forth in Section 13188(b) of the Commission’s administrative regulations. 
 
XII. Government Liability    
 
The State of California shall not be liable for injuries or damages to persons or property resulting 
from acts or omissions by Respondents in carrying out activities required and authorized under 
this Order, nor shall the State of California be held as a party to any contract entered into by 
Respondents or their agents in carrying out activities pursuant to this Order. 
 
XIII. Successors and Assigns  
 
This Order shall run with the land, binding all successors in interest, future owners of the 
property, heirs and assigns of Respondents.  Notice shall be provided to all successors, heirs and 
assigns of any remaining obligations under this Order. 
 
XIV. No Limitation on Authority  
 
Except as expressly provided herein, nothing herein shall limit or restrict the exercise of the 
Commission’s enforcement authority pursuant to Chapter 9 of the Coastal Act, including the 
authority to require and enforce compliance with this Order. 
 
 
 
Executed in _______________________ on ________________________________, on behalf 
of the California Coastal Commission. 
 
 
 
By:______________________________  Peter Douglas, Executive Director 
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CCC-06-CD-02 and CCC-06-RO-02  
Exhibit List   
 
 
Exhibit  
Number   Description  
 
1.  Site map.  
2. CDP No. P-76-7342, issued on June 21, 1976. 
3a- d.  Photographs of the unpermitted development on the property. 
4.  Notice of Violation letter from Commission staff to the Respondents, dated March 14, 

2003. 
5. Notice of Violation letter from Commission staff to the Respondents, dated July 29, 

2004. 
6. Staff Report and Commission findings regarding CDP Application No. 5-04-324, filed on 

May 17, 2005. 
7.  Notice of Intent to Record a Notice of Violation and to Commence Cease and Desist 

Order and Restoration Order Proceedings, from the Executive Director to the 
Respondents, dated January 18, 2006.  

8. “Statement of Defense Notice of Intent to Commence Cease and Desist Order and 
Restoration Proceedings California Coastal Commission File No. V-5-01-037”, with 
cover letter and attachments, dated February 6, 2006.   
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